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The phase stability of MoSi2-NbSi2 pseudobinary alloys was examined by Monte Carlo simulation and
the cluster expansion technique based on first-principles calculations. We found that formation energies of all
possible atomic arrangements exhibited a positive sign, indicating that no stable intermediate phase exists between
MoSi2 with C11b and NbSi2 with C40 structures. The C40 phase has significantly greater solubility as well as
higher temperature dependence of solubility than C11b, which agrees with previous experimental reports. Lattice
vibration is found to significantly affect the solubility of both C11b and C40 phases, where its impact naturally
increases at higher temperatures. From the analysis of Warren-Cowley short-range-order parameters, the C11b
single phase can be interpreted as a nearly disordered state, while the C40 phase exhibits explicit deviation from
the disordered state: C40 prefers Mo-Mo and Nb-Nb like-atom pairs for first-nearest-neighbor coordination,
especially around equiatomic composition.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.85.134106 PACS number(s): 81.30.−t, 64.70.kd
I. INTRODUCTION
Refractory metal silicides are of great interest for
superhigh-temperature structural materials, improving the
performance of examples such as gas turbine engines in power
generation systems. MoSi2 with a C11b structure is one of the
most promising candidates as a matrix phase due to its high
melting temperature, low-temperature plastic deformability,
low density, and outstanding oxidation resistance.1–7 However,
MoSi2 exhibits poor ductility at low temperatures as well
as poor creep strength at high temperatures, indicating that
modification is still required for industrial applications.8,9
NbSi2 with a C40 structure has been expected to reinforce
MoSi2 since C40-type silicides exhibit outstanding strength-
ening at high temperatures compared with MoSi2:10–14 The
C11b/C40 duplex phase of MoSi2-NbSi2 pseudobinary alloys
exhibits a specific lamellar structure at specific composi-
tion synthesized by zone melting and following appropriate
annealing.15,16
Due to the fundamental importance of designing and
controlling high-temperature structural materials, the thermo-
dynamic stability of MoSi2-NbSi2 alloys has been addressed
by several experimental works. Savitskiy et al.17 predicted
two-phase regions of the C11b and C40 phases at T = 1073 K.
The phase diagram for this system was first proposed by
Nakano et al.18 under the assumption of a similarity in the
phase diagram between MoSi2-NbSi2 and MoSi2-TaSi2 that
shows a peritectic reaction.19 They predicted that (i) the C40
phase has significantly greater solubility than C11b, (ii) the
peritectic point is located between x = 0.15 and 0.1 where x
is defined as (Mo(1−x)Nbx)Si2, and (iii) the (Mo0.9Nb0.1)Si2
alloy retains two-phase regions of C11b and C40 below
the peritectic temperature. Subsequent experimental studies
on MoSi2-NbSi2 alloys with a variety of composition x
were performed by Wei et al.,9 Nakano et al.,15 Zhang
et al.,20 and Geng et al.,21 and they supported the early
prediction of the phase diagram by Nakano et al. Wei
et al.9 estimated the solubility limit using differential thermal
analysis (DTA) and microstructure observation, and predicted
that the solubility limit at 1673 K is around x = 0.02 and
0.22, which qualitatively agrees with Geng’s recent study21
of around x = 0.04 and 0.25. Geng et al.21 showed that
solubility just below the temperature of the peritectic point
is around 5%. These experimental studies addressed phase
stability at limited temperatures of around 1400–2000 K, and
thus they lack information at low temperatures, including
the possible existence of intermediate phases. Moreover, the
ordering tendency on the atomic scale for C11b and C40 single
phases, which quantitatively describes atomic structures in the
disordered state, has not been addressed so far.
In order to quantitatively determine the phase stability
of MoSi2-NbSi2 pseudobinary alloys over a wide range of
temperatures, a theoretical approach was also performed
recently: Geng et al.22 employed empirical calculations using
the CALPHAD (CALculation of PHAse Diagram) technique23
based on experimental data to construct the phase diagram,
which qualitatively agrees with their earlier experimental
results. In their study, free energy is described as the sum
of configuration entropy with the BW approximation and
enthalpy as a function of composition and parameterized
interaction; however, since the BW approximation typically
overestimates configuration entropy and enthalpy is described
by an assumed form of function, the resultant phase diagram
should require further confirmation. The previous thermody-
namic assessment does not address information about possible
intermediate phases and atomic ordering tendencies. In order
to proceed further with quantitative discussion about the phase
stability of MoSi2-NbSi2 alloys, first-principles calculations
requiring no empirical data can be naturally introduced.
However, previous first-principles studies have focused on
electronic structures and their related properties in MoSi2 or
NbSi2,24,25 and no quantitative study on phase stability has
been performed so far.
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In the present study, we employed first-principles calcula-
tions combined with the cluster expansion (CE) technique26,27
and Monte Carlo (MC) statistical simulation to quantitatively
investigate the phase stability of MoSi2-NbSi2 pseudobinary
alloys with the composition of (Mo(1−x)Nbx)Si2 (0  x  1).
In addition to the electronic contribution to free energy, lattice
vibrational contribution, which can play significant roles in the
phase stability of alloys,28–31 is also included within harmonic
approximation. We discuss the possibility of intermediate
phases, the solubility of C11b and C40 phases, and atomic
ordering tendencies at finite temperatures.
II. METHODOLOGY
We employed the CE technique to express the configura-
tional energy of MoSi2-NbSi2 pseudobinary alloys in terms of
their composition and atomic arrangements. Since we used two
structures C11b and C40, the CE Hamiltonian was constructed
for individual structures. We considered the Helmholtz free
energy of a system with given atomic arrangement σ at
temperature T , described as
F (σ,T ) = Eel(σ ) + Fvib(σ ,T ), (1)
where Eel and Fvib denote the contribution from the electronic
internal energy and vibrational free energy to the total free
energy F . Note that the contribution from configuration
entropy is not included in Eq. (1), and the configuration
entropy is automatically included through the MC simulation
described later. The details of the present CE approach are
essentially the same as described in our previous papers:32–34
Two basis functions of σ and 1 (unity) at each lattice point were
used to construct complete and orthonormal basis functions,
where the spin variable of σi = +1 (−1) represents Mo (Nb)
occupation at metal site i on the C11b or C40 structure.
Temperature-dependent free energies F in Eq. (1) on C11b
and C40 are respectively described by
FC11b (σ ,T ) =
∑
α
V C11bα (T )α(σ ),
FC40(σ ,T ) =
∑
β












where α and β are expansion functions and are called
cluster functions, and V C11bα and V C40β are expansion coef-
ficients and are called effective cluster interactions (ECIs)
on the C11b and C40 structures, respectively. The ECIs
include contributions from electronic internal and vibrational
free energy as described in Eq. (1), which therefore depend
on temperature. The summations were taken over possible
symmetry-nonequivalent clusters α or β, and the product of
spin variables was taken over lattice points composed of cluster
α or β. Brackets 〈 〉 denote the average over all possible clusters
that are symmetry-equivalent to cluster α or β.
We employed first-principles calculations using a DFT
code, the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP)35,36
based on the projector augmented wave method,37,38 to obtain
total energies for ordered structures that are least-squares fitted
to the CE Hamiltonian for the C11b and C40 structures in
Eq. (2) to determine the ECIs. The ordered structures consisted
of 58 and 50 structures on C11b and C40 with up to 48 atoms,
respectively. The generalized gradient approximation Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE)39 was employed to treat the
exchange-correlation functional. A plane-wave cutoff energy
of 400 eV was used throughout the calculations. Geometry
optimization was performed until the residual forces became
less than 1 meV/A˚. Brillouin-zone integration was performed
on the basis of the Monkhorst-Pack scheme40 with a 8 × 8 × 4
k-point mesh in terms of unit cells of the C11b and C40
structures. The contribution of lattice vibration Fvib was treated
within the harmonic approximation. A dynamical matrix was
constructed by applying finite displacement of 0.02 A˚ to atoms
in equilibrium positions. Note that we neglect anharmonic
lattice vibrational effects, which could not be negligible
at high temperature near melting points; estimation of the
anharmonicity is out of our present scope. Other calculation
treatments for the lattice vibration are described in detail in
our previous papers.32,34 Since there is a limitation on the
number of DFT input energies, finite numbers of clusters that
are optimal for describing the system of interests should be
selected. Details of how to select clusters and structures are
described in our previous papers:33,34,41 In brief, we employed
a genetic algorithm42,43 in order to minimize the uncertainty
of energies predicted by the ECIs, which is called a cross-
validation (CV) score.44–47 DFT input structures are chosen
by including an initial set of randomly selected structures
and lower- and higher-energy structures for each composition
iteratively obtained by the CE.
We applied ECIs for the optimal set of clusters to MC
simulation under a semi-grand-canonical ensemble based on
the Metropolis algorithm48 to obtain the relationship between
composition x and the difference in chemical potential, which
was used to construct the phase diagram. It was found to be
sufficient for the cell-size dependence of the MC results to
use a cell of 12 × 12 × 12 expansion of C11b and C40 unit
cells under three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions.
In order to assess ground-state structures at T = 0 K, a
simulated annealing algorithm49,50 under a canonical ensemble
was employed. Starting at 3500 K, the temperature of the
MC simulation box was subsequently decreased by 20 K after
3000 MC steps per site. At finite temperatures, 10 000 MC
steps per site were performed for equilibration, followed by
8000 MC steps per atom for sampling at each temperature
and composition. In each MC step, the total energies of
the system, atomic position, and correlation functions were
stored.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Following the procedure in Sec. II, we individually chose
ten clusters consisting of one empty, one point, four pair, one
triplet, and three quadruplet clusters for the C11b, and one
empty, one point, four pair, two triplet, and two quadruplet
clusters for the C40 structures. Multibody cluster figures on
respective structures are shown in Fig. 1. For the electronic
134106-2




















FIG. 1. (Color online) Selected multibody clusters for C11b
(upper figure) and C40 (lower figure) structures. Large and small
spheres are Mo (Nb) and Si sites for the C11b (C40) structure,
and bold circles connected with bold lines denote clusters. Axes
for conventional cells are described together.
contribution, the sets of clusters exhibited CV scores of 2 meV
and 1.5 meV per formula unit where standard deviation of
energies for the above 58 and 50 DFT input structures is 289
and 190 meV per formula unit for C11b and C40, respectively.
These clusters gave sufficient accuracy for expressing the
relative energies of individual atomic arrangements for both
C11b and C40. For vibrational contribution, CV scores were
∼0.03kBT and ∼0.02kBT per formula unit for C11b and
C40, which have sufficient accuracy for describing relative
vibrational free energies for DFT input structures. The corre-
sponding electronic and vibrational contributions to ECIs are
shown in Fig. 2.
From the upper figure in Fig. 2, we can clearly see
that the dominant contribution to total energy comes from
the ECI of cluster 1, i.e., the first-nearest-neighbor (1-NN)
pair for both C11b and C40. Corresponding ECIs exhibit a
negative sign, indicating that C11b and C40 strongly disfavor
Mo-Nb unlike-atom pairs along 1-NN coordination and would
tend to undergo phase separation. From the lower figure in
Fig. 2, the vibrational contribution to total energy is around
one order smaller than the electronic contribution at a low
temperature of T ∼ 600 K, while it is in the same order as the
electronic contribution at a high temperature of T ∼ 2200 K.
Therefore, lattice vibration should reasonably play significant
roles in the phase stability of MoSi2-NbSi2 alloys, especially
at high temperatures. For lower temperature below 600 K, the
vibrational ECIs become gradually close to almost zero (but
not exactly zero due to zero-point energy) at T = 0 K, which is

























































FIG. 2. (Color online) Upper figure: Electronic contributionEel to
ECIs of multibody clusters for C11b and C40 structures. Lower figure:
Vibrational contribution Fvib to ECIs as a function of temperature, T .
due to the nonnegligible impact of ECIs for multibody clusters
other than the 1-NN pair and to difference in temperature
dependence of vibrational ECIs, quantitative discussion about
phase stability should require the consideration of all the
electronic and vibrational ECIs, including multibody clusters.
According to the above discussion, the MoSi2-NbSi2 alloy
is expected to undergo phase separation since the mixture of
MoSi2 and NbSi2 would cause a positive energy gain due to
the strong disfavor of the neighboring Mo-Nb unlike-atom pair.
In order to quantitatively assess the stable intermediate phase,
optimized ECIs on C11b and C40 are applied to MC simulation
with multiple composition x. For the present pseudobinary
alloy, even 4 × 4 × 4 expansion of C11b and C40 unit cells
has an astronomical number of possible atomic arrangements
(∼1037 and ∼1056), so estimation of the formation energies of
all these arrangements is not practical. In the present work, we
performed MC simulation of a 128-metal (192-metal) atom
supercell with seven (eleven) compositions of x: 0.125  x 
0.875 with a composition grid of 0.125 (0.083  x  0.916
with a composition grid of 0.083) for the C11b (C40) structure
based on the simulated annealing algorithm, as described in
Sec. II. We found that the formation energy for all the possible
atomic arrangements on C11b and C40 exhibited a positive
sign with respect to MoSi2 with C11b and NbSi2 with C40
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Simulated composition x at T = 1400 K
on C11b and C40 as a function of the difference in chemical potential
μ. The curves for C11b and C40 are obtained by increasing and
decreasing μ during the MC simulation, respectively.
structure, indicating that no stable ground-state structures exist
and thus the MoSi2-NbSi2 pseudobinary alloy has no stable
intermediate phase.
Next, we constructed a phase diagram using the ECIs and
semi-grand-canonical MC (GCMC) simulation. In order to ob-
tain the phase boundary in the GCMC simulation, we estimated
composition x as a function of μ = μNbSi2 − μMoSi2 ,32 where
μMoSi2 and μNbSi2 denote the chemical potential of MoSi2 and
NbSi2, respectively. We performed two types of MC simulation
in order to estimate the phase boundary, i.e., solubility limit:
(i) We increased the chemical potential μ for C11b discretely
from −1.50 to 3.00 eV by 0.025 eV and (ii) we decreased μ
for C40 from 3.00 to −1.50 eV by 0.025 eV. The resultant
μ-x curve for electronic contribution at T = 1400 K is
shown in Fig. 3. When μ takes a value corresponding to
the two-phase region between C11b and C40, the free energy
curve for C11b and C40 has a common tangent. This condition
can be described by∫ x2
1
{μC40(x) − μsol}dx −
∫ x1
0
{μC11b (x) − μsol}dx
= μsol − μ0, (3)
where μC11b (x) and μC40 (x) denote chemical potentials
of C11b and C40 structures as shown by the curves in Fig. 3,
μsol represents chemical potential for the two-phase region,
x1 and x2 denote the composition for the solubility limit, and
μ0 is the total energy of NbSi2 with the C40 measured
from that of MoSi2 with the C11b structure. The solubility
limit of x1 and x2 can be determined by finding μsol, which
satisfies Eq. (3). The first and second terms on the left-hand
side in Eq. (3) are directly assessed by performing numerical
integration for the μ-x curve in Fig. 3 for a given μsol.
By gradually changing μsol from −1.50 to 3.00 eV with a
grid of 0.001 eV, we can find the specific μsol that gives




























FIG. 4. (Color online) Calculated phase diagram for MoSi2-
NbSi2 pseudobinary alloys in the composition range of
(Mo(1−x)Nbx)Si2 (0  x  1). Broken and solid curves denote
present calculation results without and with taking account of lattice
vibrational effects. Chain curves denote theoretical prediction based
on experimental thermodynamic data by Geng et al. (Ref. 22). Two-
dot chain curves denote experimental study based on microstructural
observation and DTA method by Wei et al. (Ref. 9). Filled squares
represent experimental study of isothermal section at 800 ◦C by
Savitskiy et al. (Ref. 17).
Eq. (3). In Fig. 3, μsol satisfying Eq. (3) obtained through
the above procedure is described, and the resultant solubility
limits of x1 and x2 are also indicated. Applying this procedure
to other temperatures, we can construct a phase diagram over
a wide range of temperatures and whole compositions. The
resultant phase diagram of the MoSi2-NbSi2 alloys is shown
in Fig. 4. Predicted solubility limits by previous studies are
illustrated together. Broken and solid curves denote solubility
limits without and with taking account of the lattice vibrational
effects. The predictive error of solubility limit x based on
the optimal set of ECIs in Fig. 2 and on Eq. (3) is below
around ±0.005 for the temperature we consider in Fig. 4. The
C40 phase has significantly greater solubility than the C11b
phase, which agrees with previous experimental works. We
can clearly see that lattice vibration plays significant roles
in solubility, especially at higher temperatures, which is also
expected by ECIs in Fig. 2. Lattice vibration enhances the
solubility of C40, while it diminishes the solubility of the C11b
phase, which cannot be simply interpreted due to complicated
ECIs for multibody clusters. The predicted solubility limit
including lattice vibrational effects reasonably exhibits better
agreement with previous experimental works than that without
lattice vibrational effects. The main difference between our
theoretical results and previous works appears to be the
solubility limit of the C40 phase: Geng et al.22 and Wei et al.9
predicted that the temperature dependence of the solubility
limit of C40 exhibited a convex upward curve, while our
result exhibited a convex downward curve. Extrapolating
such a convex-upward solubility limit of the C40 phase
to T = 0 K would lead to the existence of C40 phase
for a finite composition range, which does not agree with
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our theoretical prediction that all possible ordered structures
exhibit positive formation energy with respect to MoSi2 with
C11b and NbSi2 with C40. Meanwhile, our convex-downward
solubility reasonably exhibited no solubility for either C11b
or C40 phases at T = 0 K. Another important point in the
discrepancy between Geng’s22 and our results can be attributed
to the differences in how the contributions of enthalpy and
entropy are treated. They employed a very simplified model of
configuration entropy based on the BW approximation, which
neglects the effect of atomic ordering, and of enthalpy using
an assumed function of composition x and interactions. Mean-
while, in the present work, the enthalpy for a given atomic
arrangement was estimated within the accuracy of the CV score
(1.5–2 meV/metal-atom) using the CE technique, and the
contribution of configuration entropy was automatically in-
cluded with the accuracy of the fitted multibody ECIs through
MC simulation, which naturally results in a more accurate
estimation of the solubility limits. Our theoretical results
agree with an early study of the MoSi2-NbSi2 phase diagram
by Nakano et al.18 where the alloy at x = 0.1 exhibited a
two-phase region of C11b and C40, and the alloy at x =
0.15 had a single C40 phase at high temperatures while it
underwent phase separation with decreased temperature. The
present results are also consistent with Zhang’s study20 where
C11b/C40 duplex phases exist in the composition range of
x = ∼ 0.05–0.2 for T = 1473–1773 K.
Finally, we investigated the atomic ordering tendency of
the C11b and C40 single phase at finite temperatures, which
has not been reported so far. We estimated the Warren-Cowley
short-range order (SRO) parameter51 α, which can be directly
obtained by statistically averaged cluster functions in MC
simulations.52 Here, α < 0 indicates the preference of the
Mo-Nb unlike-atom pairs in terms of the ideally disordered
state, and α > 0 denotes disfavor of the Mo-Nb pairs. Figure 5
shows the calculated SRO parameter α for 1-NN and 2-NN
pairs as a function of composition x at T = 1200 and 1800 K.
α for 1-NN and 2-NN reasonably became close to zero when
the temperature increased due to the dominant contribution of
configuration entropy at high temperatures. It can be clearly
seen that α for the 2-NN pair has a value close to zero for both
T = 1200 and 1800 K, indicating that the 2-NN coordination
is nearly a disordered state for C11b and C40 phases. We
confirmed that α for other pairs with a longer distance than
the 2-NN pair exhibited a similar tendency to that for 2-NN.
Meanwhile, α for the 1-NN pair exhibited significantly higher
positive values than for 2-NN, especially for near-equiatomic
compositions in the C40 phase. This finding certainly indicates
that the C40 single phase is not simply interpreted as a nearly
ideal disordered state, and C40 prefers Mo-Mo and Nb-Nb
like-atom pairs for 1-NN coordination: This is consistent with
the negative sign of the electronic contribution to ECI for
1-NN pair in Fig. 2 as well as with phase separation as shown






























FIG. 5. (Color online) Calculated Warren-Cowley SRO param-
eters for 1-NN (open circles) and 2-NN (filled circles) pairs as a
function of composition x. Left: T = 1200 K. Right: T = 1800 K.
pairs are close to zero, indicating that the C11b single phase
can be interpreted as a nearly ideal disordered state compared
with C40.
IV. CONCLUSION
We employed first-principles calculations combined with
the cluster expansion technique and Monte Carlo simulation
to quantitatively assess the phase stability of MoSi2-NbSi2
pseudobinary alloys. We confirmed that no stable intermediate
phase exists between MoSi2 with C11b and NbSi2 with
C40 structures. Solubility of the C40 phase was found to
be significantly higher than that of the C11b phase, which
was enhanced by lattice vibrational effects, particularly at
high temperatures. Predicted solubilities, including lattice
vibrational effects, reasonably exhibited better agreement
with previous experimental reports. Lattice vibration plays
significant roles in the phase stability of MoSi2-NbSi2 alloys.
Warren-Cowley short-range-order parameters were estimated
in order to quantitatively assess the atomic ordering tendency
of the C11b and C40 single phases. The C11b single phase
can be interpreted as a nearly disordered state, while the C40
phase cannot be simply interpreted as a disordered state: The
C40 phase prefers Mo-Mo and Nb-Nb like-atom pairs for
first-nearest-neighbor pairs.
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